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Andromeda  Galaxy

The  Realm of  CosmologyThe  Realm of  Cosmology

Basic  unit: Galaxy

Size :  10-100 kilo parsec (kpc.)

Mass :  100 billion Stars

Measure distances in light travel 
time 

1 pc. (parsec) = 200,000 AU                                     
= 3.26 light yr.

Measure Mass in  Solar mass

.102 30 Kg×=



Coma  cluster

The  Realm of  CosmologyThe  Realm of  Cosmology

Galaxy   Clusters

Size :  Mega parsecs  (Mpc.)

Mass :  100 –1000  Galaxies

(5%  luminous, 15%  hot  gas, 

80%dark matter !)



The  Realm of  CosmologyThe  Realm of  Cosmology
500 million
Light years



The  Realm of  CosmologyThe  Realm of  Cosmology

Few billion parsecs

2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey



The  Realm of  CosmologyThe  Realm of  Cosmology

2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey



How can we even 
hope to 

comprehend this 
immensely large & 
complex Universe 

!?! Look for an 
appropriate 
simple model



Lick Observatory survey

North South

The Isotropic Universe The Isotropic Universe 
Distribution of galaxies on the sky is broadly isotropic

Isotropy around every point 
implies

Homogeneity

Cosmological principle
FLRW models



The Isotropic Universe The Isotropic Universe 

Serendipitous discovery of  the dominant Radiation  content  of the 
universe  as an extremely isotropic,  Black-body bath at temperature 

TT00=2.725=2.725§§0.0020.002K .K .

““Clinching support for Hot Big Bang modelClinching support for Hot Big Bang model””

Cosmic Microwave Background



The  dominant radiation  component in the universe

(D. Scott ’99)

~ 400 CMB 
photons per 
cubic cm.

Cosmic Microwave Background



The most perfect Black-Body spectrum in nature 

COBE website

COBE –FIRAS

The CMB temperature –
A single number

characterizes the radiation
content of the universe!!

Cosmic Microwave Background



After 25 years of  intense  search,  tiny variations (~10 p.p.m.) of CMB 
temperature  sky map  finally discovered.  

“Holy grail of structure formation”

Predicted as precursors to the observed large scale structure

The Perturbed Universe The Perturbed Universe 

Cosmic Microwave Background Anisotropy



Cosmic Microwave Background – a probe beyond the cosmic horizon

Pre-recombination : Tightly coupled 
to,  and in thermal equilibrium 
with, ionized matter.

Post-recombination :Freely 
propagating through (weakly 
perturbed)  homogeneous & 
isotropic cosmos.

Pristine relic of a hot, dense & 
smooth early universe  - Hot Big 
Bang model

CMB anisotropy is related  to the tiny primordial 
fluctuations which formed the Large scale 
Structure through gravitational  instability

Simple linear physics allows for accurate predictions 

Consequently a powerful cosmological probe



Cosmic  “Super–IMAX” theater 

Transparent universe

Opaque  universe

14 GPc
Here 
& Now
(14 Gyr)

0.5 Myr
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CMB Anisotropy Sky map   =>  Spherical Harmonic decomposition

Statistics of CMB

Statistical 
isotropy

*
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Gaussian CMB  anisotropy completely specified by the
angular power spectrumangular power spectrum IF

(=>  Correlation function C(n,n’)=hΔT ΔTi is rotationally invariant)

http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~wright/cosmology.htm


Hence, a powerful tool for 
constraining   cosmological   
parameters.

Fig. M. White 1997

The  Angular power spectrum
of    CMB anisotropy depends
sensitively on  Cosmological 
parameters

lC

Multi-parameter Joint likelihood (MCMC)



•Low  multipole :  
Sachs-Wolfe plateau

• Moderate  multipole :  
Acoustic “Doppler” peaks

• High multipole :  
Damping tail 

CMB physics is very
well understood !!!

Dissected CMB Angular power spectrum

(fig credit: W. Hu)



2003 Second NASA CMB Satellite mission 

First NASA CMB Satellite mission 



NASA : Launched July 2001

Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe

NASA/WMAP science team

WMAP:  1-
year  results 

announced on 
Feb, 2003 !

WMAP:  
3year  results 
announced on 

Mar, 2006 !



-200 μ K < Δ T < 200 μ K
Δ Trms ¼ 70μ K 

CMB temperature 
Tcmb = 2.725 K

WMAP map of CMB anisotropy



NASA/WMAP science team
WMAP-3yr: Angular power spectrum



CMB Task force report 2005

Near future :  High resolution  Cl (SPT, ACT)



Planck Surveyor Satellite
European Space Agency: Launch 2008



Planck Satellite on display  at Cannes, France
(Feb. 1,  2007)
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Mildly Perturbed universe 
at z=1100

Present  universe at z=0

Cosmic matter content

(credit: Virgo simulations)

Gravitational Instability



Standard 
cold dark 
matter

Cosmological 
constant + 
cold dark 
matter

Gravitational Instability

( now )(quarter size ) (half size)

Time  

expansion (fig: Virgo simulations)



Measure  the 
variance  in the 
total mass  var(M) 
enclosed  in 
spheres of  a given 
radius  R thrown 
randomly in the 
cosmos.

Characterizing  the mass distributionCharacterizing  the mass distribution
“power spectrum”

Var(R) vs. R



Power spectrum of mass distributionPower spectrum of mass distribution

(credit: Tegmark)



SLOAN DIGITAL SKY SURVEY (SDSS)



Sensitivity to Dark matter fractionSensitivity to Dark matter fraction

(credit: Tegmark)



Sensitivity to curvatureSensitivity to curvature

(credit: Tegmark)



Sensitivity to Baryonic matter fractionSensitivity to Baryonic matter fraction

(credit: Tegmark)



Cmbgg OmOlCMB
+
LSS

(credit: Tegmark)



Baryonic 
matter

Dark 
matter

Expansion     
rate

Dark 
energy

Cosmic 
age

Multi-parameter (7-11)   joint estimation 
(complex covariance, degeneracies, priors,… marginal distributions) 
Strategies to search & Locate best parameters: Markov Chain Monte Carlo

Cosmological Parameters 

Optical 
depth

Fig.:R.Sinha, TS



NASA/WMAP science team

Total energy 
density

Baryonic matter 
density

Age of the 
universe Dawn of 
Precision cosmology !!

Dark energy 
density

Dark matter 
density

Expansion rate 
of the  universe



(Ostriker & Steinhardt)

The Cosmic Triangle
... 1m DE K rΩ + Ω + Ω + Ω + =0 0 0 0 ... 1m DE K rΩ + Ω + Ω + Ω + =





Is it the Cosmological constant?

The Cosmic repulsive force Einstein 
once proposed and later denounced 

as his ‘biggest blunder” ? 

Who ordered Dark 
Energy?



Who ordered Dark 
Energy?

Is it the Cosmological constant?

Interestingly enough,  current 
cosmological observations are 

consistent with  it being the Λ term 
‘blunder’ in GR!!!



Theoretical possibilities

Possibility 1: Universe permeated by energy density, constant  in time 
and uniform in space  (Einstein’s Λ).

Possibility 2: DE some kind of ‘unknown’ dynamical fluid. Its eqn of state  
varies with time (or redshift z or a = (1+z)−1).

Impact of DE (or different theories) can be expressed in 
terms of  different “evolution of equation of state”
w(a) = p(a) / ρ(a) with w(a) = −1 for Λ.

Possibility 3: GR or standard cosmological model incorrect.
Current observations cannot distinguish between Options 1,2 or 3 !!

(credit: S. Majumdar)



And the probes are: 
Supernovae
measure flux and redshift of Type Ia SNe.  

Weak Lensing
measure distortion of background images due to gravitational lensing.

Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO)
measure features in distribution of galaxies.

Clusters
measure spatial distribution of galaxy clusters.

CMB related :
CMB peaks and LSS
ISW - LSS cross correlation
SZ based cluster surveys
BAO





Geometry, Expansion & MatterGeometry, Expansion & Matter

Dark energy causes 
accelerated expansion
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Correction to the Hubble’s Law

…. measures the acceleration in the 
expansion of the universe

Measure distances
independent of  redshift v/c

till  v/c=z~1

c
vDH L =0



10 mFlux

5 m

Measuring distance using 
standard candles

4 Flux



Supernova in a galaxy: 
standard candle



Supernova can 
be seen in 
distant 
galaxies

Supernova: standard candle





CMB: Integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect



CMB ISW-LSS Correlation
CMB-ISW is correlated with the large scale structure !

Angular power 
spectrum of 

h Δ T δρ/ρi

cross-correlation



CMB ISW-LSS Correlation

Nikhil Padmanabhan et al. 2005

Measured Angular power 
spectrum  of the

h ΔT δρ/ρi  

cross-correlation

WMAP-SDSS(LRG)

in WMAP bands



CMB ISW-LSS Correlation

Nikhil Padmanabhan et al. 2005

Measured Angular power 
spectrum  of the

h ΔT δρ/ρi  

cross-correlation
WMAP-SDSS(LRG)

in redshift bins



CMB ISW-LSS Correlation

Nikhil Padmanabhan et al. 2005



CMB ISW-LSS Correlation

(Levon Posian 2006)

Future prospects
Planck -LSST

Angular power spectrum  
of the

h ΔT δρ/ρi  

cross-correlation



CMB ISW-LSS Correlation
Future prospects from  Planck -LSST

(Levon Posian 2006)



DE and Growth of structures

• DE alters the evolution of the Hubble Expansion 
H(z) through the Friedman eqn.

-This then modifies the distance to an object 
( SNe, galaxy correlations)

• It alters the evolution of g(z), the growth function 
of structures, through the perturbation eqn.

-large scale structures are sensitive to both 
g(z) and H(z)



Number of collapsed objects vs redshift

Fig: CMB Task force report 2005

Number count of 
clusters vs. redshift

(dN/dz – z )



CMB: Sunyaev-Zeldovich Effect



CMB: Sunyaev-Zeldovich Effect



CMB: Sunyaev-Zeldovich Effect

Fig: CMB Task force report 2005



Advantages of  SZ Cluster survey
1) Of course, the distinct spectral signature
2) More or less redshift independent

Courtesy : S. Majumdar



Near future : SZ Cluster surveys (SPT,ACT)

Fig: CMB Task force report 2005

Number count of 
clusters vs. redshift

(dN/dz – z )



Upcoming SZ Surveys
Planck : >12 μK, 10’ for LFI;  >5μk , 5’ for HFI , whole sky

SPT :  1’ resolution, 150, 220, (>220 ?) GHz, 4000 sq-deg
1000 bolometer array in a 8 m dish               

ACT :  0.9’-1.7’,  145, 225, 267 GHz,  100 sq-deg
Cerro-Toco, Chile

APEX:  0.6’-0.75’,  150, 220, 270(?) GHz,  150-200 sq-deg
330 bolometers, Atacama

SZA : interferometer, array of 8, 3.5 m telescopes, 12 sq-deg       

Courtesy : S. Majumdar



Thank you !!!Thank you !!!

Observational evidence 
for DE is  poses a 
challenge for theoretical 
cosmology. 
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